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What does Treaty ratification mean?
The Treaty must be approved by Kitselas Members in a  
democratic vote—this is called ratification. 

What happens if the Kitselas People vote “yes”?
If Kitselas Members approve the Treaty, Kitselas will have several years  
to prepare for implementation or the “Effective Date”. This is in part because 
passing legislation through the Canadian and BC parliaments takes time. 

Kitselas will be busy during this time preparing new laws, policies and 
regulations; hiring staff; and increasing the administrative and fiscal  
capacity to deal with the Treaty’s new responsibilities and authority.

Once implemented, Kitselas (along with BC and Canada) will have  
the opportunity to renegotiate and update sections of the Treaty every  
10 years through a periodic renewal process as set out in the Treaty.

What is the Treaty process?
Kitselas has been working towards a modern treaty since 1993.  
There are six steps to go through and each can take years.

»  Within the Treaty’s six-step process, Kitselas is in Stage 5: Negotiation  
to finalize a treaty. 

»  At the end of Stage 5, Kitselas Members will vote on the Constitution  
and then the Treaty. 

»  If the majority of voters, vote “yes”, then Kitselas will begin Stage 6: 
Implementation of a treaty.

Kitselas—A Long History
Gitselasu (Kitselas) means ‘People of the Canyon’ in the Tsimshian 
language of Sm’algyax. The Kitselas Canyon, located in Gitaus 
Reserve, on the Skeena River, is the heart of the Kitselas Nation. 
Archaeological and ethnographic evidence suggests people have 
occupied the Kitselas Canyon area for at least 5,000 years. With a 
population of approximately 700 people, Kitselas traditional territory 
is located in northwestern British Columbia. Our reserves and 
territory surround the City of Terrace and the Skeena River.

Kitselas thrived in the period before contact. Our society was healthy 
and strong, a rich culture with deep spiritual connection to the lands 
and resources. Kitselas is a progressive Nation, proud of our heritage 
and achievements, both historic and contemporary. Our vision is to 
be a financially self-sufficient and self-governing Nation that provides 
responsible leadership in all that we do.

What is the Kitselas Treaty?
Negotiating a treaty offers a path for the Kitselas People 
toward self-governance with increased opportunities and land 
ownership, improved services and control over their citizens’ 
future. A treaty is a three-way agreement negotiated between 
Kitselas First Nation, the Government of Canada  
and Government of British Columbia (BC). 

Lands
After the Treaty, the Kitselas people will become the registered owners  
of the Treaty Settlement Lands also known as the Kitselas Lands.  
These lands are much larger than the current Kitselas Indian Reserves, 
but will not include any privately-owned (fee simple) properties. 

The Treaty will also establish the Kitselas Area, which was known 
as Traditional Territory. While Kitselas will not own this larger area 
surrounding the Treaty Settlement Lands, the Kitselas People will have 
rights to hunt, harvest, and participate in planning processes (such as 
environmental assessments and wildlife management) related to this area.

Self-Governance
The Treaty provides Kitselas with the legal authority to address the 
community’s unique social, cultural, political and economic needs. 
Stepping out from under the oppressive Indian Act will help define the 
rights of Kitselas citizens and create a path forward for self-determination.

Treaty Document
The Kitselas Treaty consists of many chapters related to different aspects  
of community life. In addition, Kitselas will have its own constitution.  
The Kitselas Constitution will spell out the rights and responsibilities  
of its citizens, the governance structure for the Kitselas Nation, and  
its law-making powers—similar to the Canadian Constitution. 

We welcome any  
comments or questions.

Proposed Timeline

All information is subject to conclusion of negotiations and ratification  
of the Kitselas Treaty by Kitselas First Nation, B.C. and Canada. 



How will the Treaty affect our  
local neighbours (the public)?

Treaty Settlement Lands
The Treaty Settlement Lands (TSL) that Kitselas receives will continue to  
be accessible to the public. The Treaty Settlement Lands that Kitselas  
receives will continue to be accessible for temporary recreational and  
non-commercial purposes. 

Access
Highways and Roads
Existing BC highways and certain main roads, such as Forest Service Roads, 
on the proposed Treaty Settlement Lands will continue to be owned and 
maintained by the Province of BC (i.e. Highways 16 and 37, and Old Kitselas 
Road to Endudoon).

Where certain roads are included in the Treaty Lands, they will be owned  
and maintained by Kitselas.

Public Lands
After the Treaty, members of the public can access Kitselas public lands  
for temporary or recreational purposes (for example, existing trail access).

Kitselas may choose to adopt laws to regulate public access and prevent 
unauthorized uses; however, Kitselas will be required to let the public know 
about any new restrictions or conditions that would affect access.

Employees of government and utility companies can continue to access 
Kitselas Lands (public or private) to ensure programs and services  
(like electricity, water or law enforcement) continue.

Self-government: the Kitselas Government will be designed by Kitselas 
People and the laws will be made by the Kitselas Government and People.

Recognition of Kitselas’ Aboriginal Rights & Title and the inherent right  
to self-government within Canada’s Constitution

More than 36,000 hectares of Treaty Settlement Lands with law-making 
authority over that land

A process for negotiating co-management agreements within the 
Kitselas Area

Authority to raise property, sales, business or income tax revenue  
from businesses and non-Members who reside operate within  
Treaty Settlement Lands through a tax treatment agreement with 
Canada and BC

Continuation of all existing government programs and services  
(e.g., health, education, housing, road maintenance, welfare, 
employment services) and funding

Continued access to all social programs for Kitselas community 
members, spouses and families

Eligibility of Kitselas citizens for any new programs or services

Opportunity to use increased revenues to create new or improved 
Kitselas programs, services, and community infrastructure (e.g., roads)

Greater opportunities for regional economic development  
and partnerships

How will the Treaty affect  
Kitselas Members?
The Treaty will provide new opportunities and allow  
the Kitselas People to assume responsibility for their  
own future without being governed by the Indian Act.

Key elements of the Treaty include the following: 

Parks
Lakelse Lake Provincial Park will not be part of the Treaty Settlement 
Lands; however, part of the Kleanza Creek Park will be included in the 
Treaty Settlement Lands and public access will be maintained. 

Kitselas Laws
Kitselas will develop its own constitution, which sets out the structure  
of the Kitselas Government (including its authority and accountability) 
and laws.

Kitselas laws will apply to Kitselas Members, non-member residents 
living on Treaty Settlement Lands, and anyone who receives Kitselas 
programs or services. Federal and provincial laws will also apply 
concurrently and there will be cooperation among the jurisdictions.

Consultation
Kitselas will engage with Kitselas citizens and non-member residents  
on Treaty Land about matters that affect them. 

Property Ownership
After Treaty, (fee simple) ownership of private lands that are surrounded 
by the Treaty Settlement Lands will not change. However, if a property 
owner chooses to sell a property, the Kitselas Nation may have the 
opportunity to purchase the property and it would then become part of 
the Kitselas Lands.

More information
Learn about the Kitselas Treaty  
process at kitselastreaty.ca

If you are a Kitselas Member, you can  
sign up for information and updates at 
kitselastreaty.ca/members-area-login

Read general information  
about treaties on the BC Treaty 
Commission website: bctreaty.ca

Learn about the Indian Act on UBC’s 
Indigenous Foundations website: 
indigenousfoundations.arts.ubc.ca


